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ABSTRACT
Abstracting information from pathology notes is often quite cumbersome. Clinical Research Associates and Tumor
Registrars typically have to read through all of the diagnosis information and manually enter the data into a database
for fields such as tumor size, lymph nodes, and staging. This manual process can lead to data that is subject to
interpretation and data entry errors, in addition to the workload burden. In this presentation, we will demonstrate
approaches to simplifying data abstraction from pathology reports using various SAS® programming techniques. First,
we consider the use of semi-coded College of American Pathologists (CAP) synoptic worksheet data based on a
check list filled out by pathologists when reviewing a surgical specimen. We also evaluate the approach of performing
string searches on the unstructured pathology dictation using functions such as INDEX() and SUBSTR(). Finally, we
demonstrate an approach of identifying data from the pathology diagnosis using SAS Text Miner in SAS Enterprise
Miner Workstation 12.1. With all of these tools at hand, it is much easier to meet research needs and to analyze
pathology data efficiently.

INTRODUCTION
The first approach to accessing pathology diagnostic information is the use of synoptic worksheets produced by the
College of American Pathologists, an organization consisting of board-certified pathologists who produce peerreviewed cancer protocols in an effort to streamline the data capture of surgical pathology findings and to improve
quality cancer diagnosis and care. The CAP protocol checklists (Figure 1) are designed to capture key fields from a
cancer diagnosis as structured data, to supplement the traditional unstructured pathology dictation. This coded
worksheet data represents information used for diagnosis on a consistently structured synoptic report to assist
physicians in communicating more effectively about patient care. Even though the data are coded, it typically
requires human abstraction of data into research databases and cancer registries. The abstraction process is
facilitated by these organized checklists but the data still are entered manually.

Figure 1. Example of a CAP worksheet for invasive breast cancer patients
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Electronic access to coded synoptic data is helpful in that the data is entered in near real-time, it is high quality
diagnostic data entered by pathologists as a requirement of the cancer center, and contains critical core diagnostic
information such as cancer staging. However, this data source also has limitations as it is narrow in scope with little
treatment information, and only focuses on certain specimens under evaluation. An additional limitation is that at City
of Hope we only have access to synoptic data for surgical resections after 2006. Quite often we would like to know
more detail about a diagnosis which could involve interpretation of outside biopsies or a diagnosis of metastasis (nonlocal spread of cancer) that relies on information across other specimens. To incorporate more information or
evaluate cases pre-dating 2006, we need to pull data from the unstructured text of the pathology report and final
diagnosis.

SYNOPTIC WORKSHEETS
At the time of the clinical diagnostic dictation by the pathologist (Figure 2) the data for the synoptic worksheet is
entered into a database (Figure 3). (Note that we will use a fictitious diagnosis as an example throughout this paper.)
This consistency in timeframe leads to real-time data entry and less redundancy. At City of Hope the synoptic
worksheet data are imported to the data warehouse from a vendor based system: Cerner ® CoPATH v3.2.2.214.
This relational database consists of many of hierarchical tables, not only for the purpose of synoptic reporting, but
also related to many areas of patient care such as billing, encounters, diagnosis, and physician identifiers. This
database utilizes dictionary tables to house the common coding of data elements and the relevant patient data that is
linked to the synoptic reporting of data specimens.

Figure 2. Fictitious example of unstructured text in a pathology report

Figure 3. User interface of the synoptic worksheet database entry screen at City of Hope
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Accessing synoptic data to utilize it for analytics is challenging due to its structure, which consists of multiple
relational database tables that need to be joined. The default synoptic report view provided by the database is also
difficult to use. The structure of the view is vertical; it contains one column with one row per data element
corresponding to values from the CAP checklist (Figure 4). In addition, the key identifiers used in the backend
database convey no metadata, such as "cop1625," a key that corresponds to a text based label (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Default synoptic worksheet print out provided by the database

Figure 5. Structure of the synoptic worksheet data from the database
To create a more analytic-friendly data set SAS was used to convert the somewhat cryptic backend data into a more
usable view of the synoptic worksheet data. The result of our “data massaging” creates a data set with one row per
specimen, meaningful column names and coded values rather than the original text based data. This result was
achieved through a series of steps involving multiple joins and data set restructuring to fit our needs.
Step 1) Combine all relevant data dictionary tables and join them with the specimen level data by key ids.
Step 2) Rather than use the text-based category_id and synoptic_value_id keys, we leverage the use of the
numerically coded seq field. This field comes directly from the backend database and corresponds to the
order of display on the screen, however, it is a unique numeric code within each CAP worksheet. In
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addition, a code of 6 is much easier to reference in analysis than a text based code of 'cop1625'.
Step 3) The category_id and category_name variables are not helpful as they often are too broad across
actual variables where we would want to store information individually. For example 'cop7335' corresponds
to 'Breast-Pathologic Staging (pTNM)' when in reality this category holds data for total number of lymph
nodes, number of lymph nodes positive and M stage, which are distinct fields. To alleviate this situation, a
one-time effort was taken to review the entire data dictionary of possible categories and code values, and
then identify meaningful custom variable names for corresponding collections of codes.
Step 4) The user defined variable names set created in Step 3), key identifiers per the backend database,
and seq codes are joined with the specimen level data created in Step 1) into a master data set.
Step 5) Finally the master data set is flipped with PROC TRANSPOSE according to the user defined
variable names created in Step 3). The result is a horizontal analytic data set that contains one record per
specimen.
The final analytic data set consists of: the seq code (in order to create a unique numeric code for each category); the
fill-in fields for any non-coded data; and a text based category name (based on the SVname variable, to provide the
corresponding character label). The PREFIX= option for PROC TRANSPOSE in step 5) allows us to utilize a
consistent naming convention for the resulting data: the coded value is assigned a variable name, and has a
corresponding _Char variable for the text description, and an optional _Fill-in field for further detail (e.g. Tstage,
Tstage_Char, Tstage_Fillin). An example of a portion of the resulting data set, shown in Figure 6, uses the coded
seq data which is formatted for readability.

Figure 6. Formatted SAS data in a horizontal structure
In our resulting analytic data set we now have information that is easier to handle in SAS with statistical procedures.
We can obtain the results we need whether it be on the coded, character or fill-in text synoptic data. An example of
frequencies of hormone receptor and Her2neu status is shown in Figure 7. This transformation of the synoptic
worksheet data has now been scheduled as a batch job that runs once a week when the relevant synoptic data in the
warehouse is refreshed. The result is a ready to use analytic data set every Monday morning.

Figure 7. Frequency output of selected character fields
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STRING SEARCHES
Our work with the synoptic data is limited for several reasons. The main restriction is that the synoptic reports
performed at our cancer center are only on the surgical resection of the primary cancer site, and not on all patient
specimens. However, for research purposes investigators may be interested in obtaining not only the primary site
specimen but also the specimen containing metastasis. For example, if a breast cancer patient has metastasis to the
brain, only the breast specimen would have a synoptic report but not necessarily the brain specimen. This brings to
light a problem of how to identify the metastasis specimen for a breast cancer patient or even how to identify patients
with metastasis in general without human review of the medical record.
A simple way of looking for metastatic cancer patients and their specimens is by conducting a text string search
against the unstructured text in the final diagnosis (as shown in Figure 2) for the word METASTATIC or its variants,
for example METASTASES and METASTASIS.
Suppose the text from Figure 2 was in the variable finaldiagnosis in the SAS data set called figure2. The following
DATA step could be used to identify final diagnoses with any mention of metastasis, metastatic or metastases. Note
that the final diagnosis data is consistently entered in caps therefore the use of the UPCASE() function is not
necessary.
DATA tmp;
SET figure2;
loc=INDEX(finaldiagnosis,"METAS");
RUN;
The INDEX() function searches finaldiagnosis for the string METAS and gives the position number of the start of the
first instance of that string. Using the root METAS covers all variants of the words indicating METASTATIC and will
capture metastasis cases even when there are misspellings, such as METASTAIC or METASTATISTIS. Once the
position of the METAS string is found, the SUBSTR() function can be used to return a 'blurb' of the surrounding text
and understand metastasis in context. For example,
DATA tmp;
SET figure2;
loc=INDEX(finaldiagnosis,"METAS");
if loc>0 then blurb = SUBSTR(finaldiagnosis, MAX(loc-10,1),
MIN(100, length(finaldiagnosis)-MAX(loc-10,10)+1));
RUN;
The SUBSTR() function is only used here if loc>0, in other words only if the string “METAS” is found in the
finaldiagnosis variable. The first argument in the SUBSTR() function is the variable name with the text to search. The
second argument is the starting position of substring. Here, we wish to have 10 characters before the first instance of
the string “METAS” therefore MAX(loc-10,1) is used. IF “METAS” is found within first 10 characters of finaldiagnosis,
the substring begins at the start of the final diagnosis, which is position 1, otherwise it starts at 10 characters before
the first instance of the string “METAS”. The third argument gives the length of the desired substring or how many
characters should be captured past the position in argument 2. For this third argument, MIN(100,
length(finaldiagnosis)-MAX(loc-10,10)+1))is used. This means that 100 characters should be captured. However, if
100 characters goes beyond the length of the string, then just give the remainder of the string =
length(finaldiagnosis)-MAX(loc-10,10)+1). Figure 8 shows the result of running this set of commands on the
unstructured final diagnosis text from Figure 2.

Figure 8. Example of using INDEX() and SUBSTRING() function against final diagnoses text
The output in Figure 8 shows that the first instance of the “METAS” is in position, loc=597, and the blurb provides the
surrounding text to that first instance of METAS. From the blurb, we can see that Metastatic Adenocarcinoma to the
lymph nodes is indicated for this specimen.
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TEXT MINER
Using INDEX() and SUBSTR() functions are very helpful in parsing the final diagnosis text but their results can be
flawed. For example, there may be other words used to indicate metastasis or the substring may capture too little or
too much information. SAS Enterprise Miner & Text Miner can be very useful for parsing the final diagnosis text.
The first step is to load the final diagnosis text data set as a Data Source node in SAS Enterprise Miner. We then
create a diagram and attach a Text Parsing node to the data set node in order to analyze and pull apart the
unstructured text. Next, a Text Filter node is added to categorize all of the words in the document (Figure 9). To
review results, while on the Text Filter node we can click on the Filter Viewer ellipsis under Results in the lower left
properties box.

Figure 9. SAS Enterprise Miner Text Mining final diagnosis text
The results provide documents and terms as shown in Figure 10. All documents have been parsed into terms, and
the frequency and number of documents where these terms occur are given. This text parsing and filtering is very
useful in identifying other metastasis related words such as “macrometastasis”. It also allows for identification of more
misspellings such as “metastasisleft breast”. In the search box, we can add all terms related to metastasis and click
Apply. This runs a filter on the documents for only the terms selected. The TEXTFILTER_SNIPPET shows the text
surrounding the phrase and bolds the phrase indicated such as “metastasis” or “metastatic”. Finally, if we highlight
any one of the terms, for example “metastasis”, right click and select “View Concept Links” SAS gives a term map
such as the one in the lower right corner of Figure 10. This process shows what words are closely related to
metastasis. Some of these terms are useful and make sense such as “distant metastasis” and “regional lymph node
metastasis” and others may not be as useful such as “40x” and “40x objective”.
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Figure 10. Results of text parsing node for metastasis in SAS Enterprise Miner
With a few extra steps, the filtered data set containing the text filter snippet can be saved to a permanent data set for
later use with Base SAS. In the Enterprise Miner diagram, a Score node is attached to the Text Filter node and then a
SAS Code node is attached to the Score node. In the SAS Code node, click on the Code Editor ellipsis (…) under
Train (Figure 11) to add code.

Figure 11. Attaching a score node and SAS code to create a permanent SAS data set
In the Training Code screen, the library name for the location storage location and data set names are specified. The
simple code below saves the filtered data set to “C:\” as the permanent data set called PERM_METAS_DATA.
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LIBNAME MYLIB "C:\";
DATA MYLIB.PERM_METAS_DATA;
SET &EM_IMPORT_DATA;
RUN;
The &EM_IMPORT_DATA data set corresponds to the macro name SAS Enterprise Miner assigns to the filtered data
to be exported. Figure 12 shows the SAS Code within the Training node. Once this code is entered, and the Score
and SAS Code Nodes are run, the data will be permanently saved for later use in Base SAS.

Figure 12. Training code screen for creating permanent SAS data set
Overall the SAS Enterprise Miner and Text Miner are useful in parsing text and providing guidance with what terms
and misspelling are present in the final diagnoses of pathology reports. Using these tools gets us one step closer to
the answer of whether or not the patient has metastasis. While the resulting data set requires a final review to screen
out any remnant cases without metastasis that were missed due to context, it does have an initial filter applied so that
there are fewer cases that the researcher would need to review.

CONCLUSION
We present several useful methods of how to handle unstructured pathological data. Using synoptic report data,
string searches, or text mining tools can all be useful in simplifying the abstraction of the cumbersome pathology
report. While these methods are simple they provide some of the most critical information that is needed to define
response or predictor variables for analysis without the work of manually entering the data into a database. We can
use synoptic worksheet data to define variables of interest at the time of surgical resection and combine this
information with the results of our string searches to see which patients developed a distant recurrence, or even other
sources of information that have been entered into our Cancer Registry. For future directions, we plan to examine
the use of SAS Context Analytics in providing contextual meaning to the cancer diagnoses and other features in the
pathology report that would not be easily found otherwise.
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